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A SIMPKBIED METHOD FOR EVALUATING JET-PMWULSION-SYSTEM
C!~S IN TERMS OF AIRPLM?E PERFWMMCE
By RIChard J. Weber and Rcger W. Ltidens
It is often Impossible to determine, fmxu an engine study alone,
which of two aircraft engines is superior for a given flight application.
Consideration of weight, drag, thrust, and efficiency individually ~
give contradictory results. !J!hlsdifficulty is commonly experienced In
research on propulsion-system components, particularly the inlet diffuser
& and the exhaust nozzle.
A method is developed to provide a simple means of compariug engine
* cmponents on the basis cd either range or the margin of thrust over
drag. The equations developed include not only the variation tn thrust
coefficient and spectfic impulse but also the change in engine wetght
and drag. Four general cases are considered:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Fixed-stze airplane with constant gross weight
Fixed-size airplane with vmiable gross weight
Variable-size airplane with constant p~load weight
Variable-size airplane with constant ratio of payload to gross
weight
Calculated performance data of representative turbo~et and rem-jet
engines are presented so that the investigator interested In the effects
of diffuser pressure recovery or nozzle velocity coefficient can ap@y
the method without first carry3ng out an engine cycle analysis.
b Several numerical exm@es sre worked out to illustrate use of the
method and typical.applications.
u
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INTRODUCTION
The perf~nce of an airctit - for example, its range - is affected
by the fuel econcuny,thrust, weight, and drag of @e Installed engine. :
Frequently, a physical change In sane propulsion-system component wilL
improve one of these engine parameters such as tlu+ust~lut also worsen
another.such as weight. The researcher or _desl~r h the field of Mo- ““
pulsion systems is then umble to tell, on the ba@s d the engine *ECU-,
eters alone, whether or not the net effect of the ~c@onent modification
would be benefIcial to airplane XMSrformance. The solution to this prob-
lem ~ be found through a performance analysis ~ thG airplane for the “”-
mission de8ired. Such analysis may, however, be beyond the purview oi “-
incllmtion of the researcher. A simpler, ,~e g~ner-~ a~oach is de-
sirable far a rapid, although less precise, evaltition.
.&.
.,.
This qeport presents a simple method of indlcathg the net effect “!
of a simultaneous change In two or mare engine peiforiiancei“hdlces(i.e.~,
thrust, speclfic impulse, weight, or drag) on al lfie performance. Two
measures of airplane performance were selected: % 1 range, because of
Its importance to most airplane mlssfons, tiud(2) maxibnumengine-thrust
minus airplane drag, because of its Importance to such char= terlstics “:
ae rate of cliniband maneuverability.
Particular enrphssisIs placed on ap@@ng the method to inlets and
exhaust nozzles in the derivation and discussion.~ To”-facilltate use &? ““ “”
the method with ram jets and turbojets, representative ~rf ormance data “”
of the required form are presented. lWmerical e~les are also given
to illustrate typical applications of the ~thd.
—, ..- &_
References 1 and 2 present methods for calcu@ting engine perform-
ance and performance ti,rivativesthat ~ be adapted for use in the equa-~
tions of the present report. Reference 3 qqme to:the““attentionof the
authors after the present work was completed. It.de&lops relations be- “‘ “
tween diffuser pressure recovery and drag and alr@ane range. The de-
velopment of the present report Is considerably broader than and scmewhat~
clifferent in point of tiew from reference 3. .,.
—
ANALYSIS ..-
The analysis is dlvlded into two parts. Thejfirgt deals with the
airplane range, and the second with airplane acceleration potentla3. “-
(The airplane acceleration potential
thrust minus airplane drag in stea@
gross weight.) In both sections the
garding the atrplane size and weight
la- de~ned a~ tll& miaai-hunuerigine-
level fMght; di+ided by the airp-Zane,
effect of several assumptions re~
is consider@. —.
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Throughout
d Inlet diffuser,
The method
3
this report the term “engine” is &fined to include the
exhaust nozzle, and nacelle (If externally mounted).
Range Evaluation
developed to evaluate engine performance In terms of air-
plane range is basically a sensitivity analysis of the Breguet rauge
equatton, which considers the engine and airframe as an integrated com-
3
Mnation. Fcm Jet alrcrsft the Breguet equation may be written
[1(2
f
1- Ta
-Gna= VI ~t Wf (1)
1-
M
q
3 The synibolsused in this report are defined in appendix A.
~
B In the subsequent development, the flight speed V is assumed to be
*
constant. This corresponds to constant fM@ Mach number in the stra-
tosphere. The fuel required to accelerate and cM* to cruise conditions
4 (wfBfg)a is also assumed to be a constant - that is, independent of
changes that pr-lly affect cruise conditions. Logarlthmlc differen-
tiation with respect to any engine parameter X (e.g., X might be the
where
() Wfk= l-_~‘~
(2a)
L ‘g J
Equation (2a) ~rmlts finding the relative change in range @’/$l
resulting from a small change dx In sane engine pammeter (provided,
w of course, that all the terms can be evaluated). Alternatively, It may
often be useful to find the change in either engine weight or drag which,
in conjunction with the variation dX, results in the ssme eirplane
u rauge. This value, termed the break-even condition, may be found by
1 u O is also the condi-taking dl? equal to zero. The condition ~ ~ =
tlon for determining the value of X that will yield madnum range.
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To be readily used by the propulsion-systems en@eer, equation (2a)
must be expressed in terms of the usual indices of engine performance.
In this report, thrust coefficient, specific Impulee,..weight,and drs8
coefficient =e used.
The development In appendix B shows that equation (2a) maybe
written .-—
,_..-
.
(m)
which elhlnates the airplane lift-drag rat,ioand,involves only an engine””-
performance term and a term involving the fielwelmt. Evaluation of
these two terms depends on the airplane bet,ngconqid~ed. The required ~ -~
mathematical development is detailed In appendix B; for simplicity, the
results me summerized in table I aud disctised in the fo~owing sections.
..—
Fixed-size, fixed-gross-weight airplane. - This section considers .
the case of an airplane with both airframe and e@ne”of fixed size and , -,
with initial gross weight held constant ev~n when jtheengine weight is “
varied. Appendix B shows that the term dI/dX in equation (2b) is to ,,
be evaluated at a constant value of thrust coefficient for this case. , ..
Also, differentiating the summation of airplane weights (with the assump-
tion of a fixed payload weight) .- r! ..
.! ,-: ,.
‘g ”wst+wpz+we+wf (s) ,:
gives .,. .v- . -- -. ;:,.=
dwe awf —
r--r
(4) ,,
This requires that the airplane take off with Pa@ially empty fuel tanks ‘“-
when the modification dx Increases the engine wdgh~: Conversely,
when the engine weight is reduced, the weight saved is assumed to be put ~:
into additional fuel (but with negligible change Zn structural wei@t or .
drag), The general result for this case is given :as”&quation(B18] in
table I(a). Equations (T2) to (T5) sme @v-n to @ti-trate haw the gen- :
eral equation might be rewritten for several part+cu~ applications.
In equations (T2) and (T3), for example, the englqe p.w~ter X is
taken as the inlet pressure recovery i?. Equation (T2) per@ts calc~t-”~””–
ing the change in range resulting from a variatiou ln~essure recbvery “
that has affected the engine thrust, speclflc Impulset-and weight, but not
the drag. Equation (T3) gives the more c-on cas:ewhere the variatiou-
In pressure recovery effects the diffuser di%g bu{ not the weight. Equa-~
tions (T4) and (T5) give similar relations for the effect on range of :
changes In nozzle velocity coefficient. E@atlons (T2) and (T3) folluw :,
directly from equation (B18) by setting dCD and dWe eqti to zero>
-. .
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respectively. Equations (T4) and (T5) are o%tained in the sane manner,
4 recognizing the fact that changes in the nozzle effect ~ and I in
the same proportion (see the derivation of eq. (B22) In a~ndix B).
The corresponding break-even relation is obtained frcm any of these given
equations by merely setting M equal to zero.
Fixed-sizej variable-gross-wei@ t airplane. - This section considers
the case of a fixed-size airplane in which the fuel weight is not changed
even when an engine modification dX results in a change in engine weight.
Differentiation of the airplane weight equation in the preceding section
now gives
(5)
for dw/a=o.
z
The takeoff gross weight of the airplane thus varies
as the ngine weight is varied. The resulting general rauge equation
(B24) ispresented intabl.e I(b). As bafore, simplified equations can
be obtained fmm the general equation for particular engine ccunponents.
l Variable-size and gross-weight airplane, constant p@oad and accel-
eration potentlal. - When the engine is modified in a fixed-size air-
plane, not only the range but also the acceleration potential (discussed
d in the next section) is changed. It is assumed in this section that the
acceleration potential of the airplane is held constant when the engine
is modified. In order to do this, the geometric proportions of the dr -
frame are assumed unchanged, but its size and weight are alluwed to vary
smewhat as the engine is modified. This variation is a~llcable to
airplanes still In the preliminary design stage. Engine size, huweverj
is considered fixed. TIE resulting variations in C~ ~d Wf/Wg for
this case are given in equations (B34) and (B40) and sre not repeated
here because of their cmphxlty. Equation (T6) of table I(c) iS t&
general result for the case where the payload weight in pounds Is assumed
constantl
Variable-stze and gross-weight airplane, constant percent p@oad
and constant acceleration potential. - This cue is the sm = t-t ~s-
cussed in the previous section, except that the payload is assumed to
remain a constant percentage of the airplane gross weight rather than a
constant that is independent of ~oss weight. -* general result for
this case
equations
T
is given in equation (T8) of table I(c). Again, simplified
can be mitten for application to particular engine components.
9
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Evaluation.of Acceleration Potentt Q
P
Acceleration potential G is defined in this rep~t as msximum en- 11,
gine propulsive thrust minus aiiplane ste~”-level-fli-ghtdreg divided ,: ,.,,
by afrp~e gross weight:
G=s=-Dt
% -
—
—
.— —(6) ,..-. ..-
,.-.! .-.
-.
where G may be evaluated for the initial gross weight or for any sub= ~“ - ““
~ during flight.sequent value of W 8This ticelerhticiifactor is an tn- , ~
.
dication of the airplanets climb> accelerat~in~ an~.c~b~t capabi.lftie~l “”
It thus is probably of greatest interest fo~ lnter&ptor applications.
:
Engine modificatlons usually tiect not only he @ilsing Peri%mi: ~ “j: .“~
ante but also the maximum thrust of the engine. ~re~,ore, both the ,
airplane rauge and acceleration potential tie changed.
i
The effect of ““ , ,.
eugine modlfications on acceleration potential for’thci-case where the ~
airplane size is flxed is considered in appendix B. The general e~res- ,:-._ _ ..
sions for this case are given in table II.
.
-.
f
By varying airplane size it Is possible to v- the value of accei- ~-~
eration potential or to hold a constant value while mo&Lfying the engine. “: G
(As
the
already discussed, this latter condition was specified when deriving
range equations of table I(c).) –- .-:
,. ..-
APPLICATION CW KETEOD
Engine and Airplane Parameters [
In order to evaluate numerically the equtions t&t” have been der~ved~ -
It Is necessary to know the values @ the engine thrust coefficient an!
specific impulse and their derivatives with respect to.-theengine param- “:‘. ~,,
.——
eter X that Is of interest. Several constants describing the airplane ~~ -~
must also be known. Some representative values of these engine and eir-
plane variables me presented in this section to fdci~tate use of”the “~ -., ‘“
equatIons. Engine derivatives are given for the c&es ‘%here the engine’
paremeter X to be studied is either the inlet ~e~ssui% recuvery”or the
exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient. Studies of ot,br “engineparameters>
such as compressor efficiency, would first require .&@rminat Ion of simi- ,
lar derivatives by means of a cycle analysis or frok experimental data. r“
Engine performance. - A limited sunount@ dat~ is&resented herein ~ - ~
for a turbojet engine and a rem-jet engine operating w_qr a range of F
supersonic flight speeds in the stratosphere. The perfarmance for bow
,:.
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engines is based
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on the ccmponent assumptions given in appendix C. The
curves represent either a series of engines each operating at its design
w
point or a single engine with a continuously miable inlet and nozzle.
Figure l(a) shows the internal thrust coefficient C@ and specific
-e I of the twbo~et engine for a range of afterburner temperatures
up to 3500° R and for flight Mach nunibersfrcm 1.0 to 3.0. Figure l(b)
gives the derivative of the specific Impulse with respect to the Internal
thrust coefficient. Figures l(c) to (f) present the derivatives & the
turbo~et thrust coefficient and specific impulse with respect to the
inlet pressure recovery and exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient. Figure
2 presents similar data for a rem-jet engine up to Mach 5.0. The diffuser
area ratios and assumed pressure recoveries as a function of Mach nuniber
are given in table III, and exhaust-nozzle pressure ratios and area ratios
are llsted in table IV.
The engine performance data presented are affected in varying degrees
by the assumptions. Therefore, if perfamance data are available for a
specific engine of interest, they should be used. However, the engine
data presented herein will, In general, yield similar results for the
l follmlng reasons. The results are independent of the value assumed for
compressor air flow, since I is not a function of air flow and since
CFJ which is a function of tir flow, al~p enters into the equations aad
a ratio of thrust or drag coefficients. The derivatives aI@# and
&2#@ are, to a first or~, Independent of L?,because ~ and I
are approximately linear with 9. The derivatives aI~~ and a~p~
are independent of the assumed ~, because ~ and I are exactly
linear with ~. These are also the considerations that permit use of
finite changes in # and CV in the differential equations rather than
infinitely small variations. In substantiation of the above argument,
anex
7
le discussed later in the report shows that the derivative
dcD d9 Is about the same whether calculated for the turbojet or ram-)%
Jet engine.
GeneraU.y, tt will be desired to compare two designs of an engine
component, neither of which is described exactly by the parameters assumed
for that cmponent in the present report. Comparison of the two given
designs is accmpltshed by comparing each of them utth the cmponent
aasumed herein.
It is necessary to select the cruising conibustiontemperature in
order to obtain values of ~ and I for use in the equations. In
order to limit engine weight, the crutsing temperature is usualdy chosen
as somewhat higher than that for maximum 1. This temperature is gener-
ally of the order of 2500° to 3000° R for supersonic cruising at Mach
numbers up to 3.0.
. :.
..
8
p
Airplane characteristics. - When a specific &sI&n is not available
to work with, and If pr- interest Is in the st~–of the engine can- “’ ,o--
ponents, sufficient accuracy for the application of the”method of the “ “- -
present report Is obtainable through the use of t~ichi airplane charac-
terlstlcs.- Table V presents estimated ValU-S of
eters that sre representative of,four clasS~ df
Illustrative Exsmples
r;qti-red&plane psx-siu- “’- ‘
*rc&&t.
— .
Several numerical exsamles willbe mresented to illustrate how the , k
equations are used, to illdtrate the effect of tb~ev-~ious assumptloti- ~~
that can be made with regard to the airplane, and to ;@est t~ical
applications of the method. L = -=.+
.!.. .,
Effect of airplane assumptions on relative importance of pressure
recuvery and weight. - Several different assumptions yere made in deri~~
the e~ressi.o~ for,range. First, the air&ane s$ze as considered t~ j:
be fixed and the gross weight was either held con8~tan~Or allowed to ~ ,
vary. Second, the airplane size was a~uwe~to v~~th the option bf ~~
holding either the payload or the ratio of payl@ to gross weight con- ~
stant. It Is informative to compare the results obtained for these foti ““
cases.
Consider a turbojet-powered interceptor airp~ne flylng at a Mach
nuniberof 2.0. The equations willbe used to calqulaiiethe permissi.bfi ~
increase in engine weight to maintain the spreer-e If the inlet pres-
sure recovery is improved by 0.01 and the drag do6s nbt change. (Al-
though the calculated result qbe interpr~ted severhl ways, the impif- ‘
cation here is that the improved inlet pressure recuv_~ is achieved by
a mechanical device such as a variable-angle ramp that increases the -
inlet weight, the inlet being considered psyt of the-engi~.) Assume”-”””‘~--
arbitrarily that the airpl~ has a gross ~ight of 2Cl,~ pounds, cr~ses
at an afterburner temperature of 25~0 R, shd has a mkxtium afterburner “’
temperature of 3500° R. Fi~es l(a) to (d) give .the.following ~.lues .
for the engine perfcmmance:
—
,,,. ,-.
. - -.
~ = 1.73 ?+@= 700
.-
1 = 2215 lb/(lb/see) %,M = 2.!52
~= -730
.
. ..
* /? = 3;40-.-.
-- =
.,
. .. .
. ..-
-G
-.. ..+
—.. ..
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b --
—
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—
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—
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The weight ratios for the airplane sre taken frau table V. These values
for the engine and airplane are then substituted in equations (B18),
w (B24), (T6), ~ (T8) of table I, taking both M and ~ equal to
~T2)of table I(a) illustrates how eq. (B18),
his ~ticuler calculation.) The results of
rs:
Airplane assumptions AWe, ANg,
lb lb
Fixed size, constant Wg I I36-3 0
Fixed size, variable Wg I121.o 121.o
Varlab& size, constant Wpl II106.0 270.0
Variable size, constant Wp@g
—
e.g., is sim-
the calculation
The smallest acceptable increaae in engine weight occurs for the
fixed-sfze airplane with constant gross weight. In this case the fuel
. weight Is decreased to accommodate the increased engine weight. Alluwlng
the takeoff gross weight to rise p~ts substantially heavier engines.
*
comparison of range and acceleration criteria in determining rela-
tive importance of pressure recovery and dr~. - In addttion to range,
the maneuverability and acceleration capability of an Interceptor air-
plane are *ortant. For the airplane ~n the ~evious example, it is
desired to c-e the acceptable increases In engine drag resulting from
an improvement in pressure recavery for (1) constant range, and (2) con-
stant acceleration potential. The airplane is assumed to be of fixed
size and constant gross weight. Cruise afterburner temperature is 2500°
R, while the thrust minus drag expression (eq. (T9) of table II) is
evaluated at 3500° R. At 3500° f@ure l(c) gives
%= 4? = 3*4O
Substituting the appropriate values in equations (T3) and (T9) of tables
I(a) and II with da and dG taken as zero gives the folluwing:
Break-even condition dC~df?
E Range 1.25
Thrust minus drag 3.40
*
There is an appreci~b difference,in acceptable drag rise between the
two cases. The relative importance of the two criteria depends on
xd~
10
whether the airplane is
speeds or whether it is
short bursts of cosibat.
NACA R.M3556J26
a’
e~cted to cruise long ~st:pces at supersonic,
required only to have high maneuverability duriu”’
-— .,.
=:
. .
Graphical.comparisen of several inlets. - Su@ose that several dif- ““
fuser configurationshave been developed having the characteristics at”
aM.ach number of 2.0 that are shown In CO1*S (1)) (2)) and (3) of the .- - Z
following table:
r
(1) (2) (3) (4)
&
Diffuser @ CD,Z ~d% CD,%
A 0.85 0.03 1.0 o.@3 —
—
B .91 .18 1:0 l148 ——
c l92 .19 :8 .197 . -.—
—
(2)~%coefficient b-* on inlet. .. ._ ,,... .
capture area. ..?=—.
r.~ .+:... .... . ---- .... .
i4~Drag coefficient based on cqapr~sor ;.
frontel area. ~..,.4.- .— ;.
Su~se further that the turbojet lntercept_orairpl.arlediscussed In the
preceding exmnples has been built with diffuser B:. ~t is desirea”to ~
know whether the ssme engine using diffuse% A or C m@ht afford better
airplane performance.
..—
,=.= :
,.G
.,.
A graphical presentation is convenient,in this problem both to ~>-’
sent the data and to compare inlets. .-, ;.,.——
First, the diffuser drag coefficients (column (2)) must be based on”
the ssme erea used for the engine thrust co&fic{entS; which for the
turbojet engine is the compressor frontal -ea. .~ conversion msY ba “--
made by the following equation:
,,
.:.
. .,...
(7)
AZ , . ..* + .._
where the term in parentheses is given In table XII ~or the engine pre-
viously described, and the remaining terms on the right are characteris-
tics of the inlet under consideration. This equqtiou correctly sizes
the inlet to the engine, with the assumption that the diffuser-exit [or
.. . .
. .
A-
—
..,,w j
-,
—=
,—
.7
b
..-
,::
m!
-.
- .C
.
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—
—
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campressa-inlet ) Mach number does not vary with @ for a given engine.
+ (This assumption is discussed further in appendix C.) The equation also
converts the inlet drag coefficient from the reference area Az to Ae,
on which ~ is based. Carrying out this calculation for the present
exsmple results in the drag coefficients given in column (4).
!!!
A figure ~ be constructed of diffuser drag coefficient as a func-
tion of pressure recovery (fig. 3). The break-even lines are &a~
through the values of diffuser B with the slopes of 1.25 and 3.40 that
were determined in the precediug example. (The shaded side of the lines
indicates the unfavorable region, i.e., reduced range or reduced thrust
minus drag.) Superimposing the data for diffusers A and C shuws im-
mediately whether the range or the thrust-minus-drag margin has been
improved. Figure 3 shows that diffuser C has such high dreg that it
is poorer than diffuser B on the basis of both criteria. Use of dif-
+ fuser A, however, would improve airplane range but decrease its mergin
8 of thrust uver drag.
~
Each diffuser in this exsmple has been described by a single ~int.
It is also possible to plot on the same type of figure a curve for each
l
diffuser showing the f? and CD corresponding to different mass-flow
ratfos. This would then permit determination of the best operating point
d with respect to either range or acceleration potential. The procedure
of this section is most appMcable to isolated-inlet investigations.
Graphical method for selectiug best inlet size and operating POint. -
The procedure in this section is approximate and most useful in cases “
where the inlet drag ts canbined ~~h other dregs, as is the case with a
fuselage side inlet, so that the quantity of drag associated with the
Inlet is not sep-ately known. One of the frequently used plots for pre-
senting experimental inlet performance data is shown in figure 4. The
drag coefficient is usually based on the model maximum cross-sectional
m?ea +. Presented on the plot is at~ical set oftitafor aflight
Mach nuuiberof 2.0. It Is desired to find the condition of inlet opera-
tion that will yield maximum thrust minus drag or maximum range. For a
given airplane with its engine, this also means determining the size of
the inlet to be used on the airplane. It is assumed that the engine per-
formance and performance derivatives are known or that it is satisfactory
to use the data given in this report.
flow with respect to the e@lane size
t
.
In either case
must be known.
the engine air
.-.
.-
.-
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Using a break-even condition of tld-sreport,,whi~h Is also the
mathematical condition for a maximum, a value of dC~d@ may be calcu- l
lated. This drag coefficient is based on an engine ~ea Ae. To a~,ly .; :“-”-:,“
this maximizing condition
from which
to the present prgblem~ appmx~te~
5z#ll&x()‘z
!.. .—. .
-.
—
--- .—
(is)‘~ ..”
—.
~
.-. ;L-?-.,:-,=
= .
(~)
.
,,
—
me 4, dC~d# is determined frmu the equations of this report~ ~Ae : —
is given in table 111, and A~~ must be knu@ f~r the airplane u@er” “
consideration at.the pressure recovery giv~n in tabh~ III.
+.. i
-...-.-
c“
The term A~~ may be calculated,;for e@mple, when the actual -
compressor corrected air flow (wa@/5) in pounds:per,second at the f~gh}
,conditionsunderconsiderationand the ~rplane @wi9e CrOSS-SeCt~OUQ. ., -
area In square feet corresponding to the m@el ma@m@ cro,sg-sectlo”m-l .-
area are knuwu. For the usual case of r *“1.4) g = 32.2) and R = 53=3~~ ~ “—
.“
(9)”:”- =#&&.-L-p)?~&
.—.~
Both p/P and ts/t are functions of the flight Mach nmiber M and tab-
ulated In reference 4. The required value~”bf@ “ls given in table III. -- ‘:
For the present example, ~AM= 0.140 and ~D,*/d~/%) ~ -,.,,-_ -
-0.34. T.
-
- :
Using the values of dC~d@ calculat~ in apr=vious example, t~e
values of d#d(m/~) for maximum thrust minus drag and nwdmwn range .: #-
—
-.
—.. .-
are, respectively, —.-..-
& = -0.586 -
i
.. . . . .?.
.—.—
.-
= -1.60:&. — ,. .,.. .-— ..~.:. =-.
., Y
.. .. .... .
. .
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These slopes are plotted in figure 4. Where the curve of _i-
4 mental pressure recovery against mass flow is tangent to these sbpes J
the thrust minus dreg or range till be a maximum. The best inlet oper-
ating condition and size sre thus determined for each of these
conditions.
Effect of flight Mach nuniberad cruise cycle temperature on range
importance of inlet dr% and pressure recovery. - To calculate the im-
portance of pressure recovery on range, equatton (B18) in table I w he
stipllfied by setting MD and dWe equal to zero, giving
(lo)
This equation has been evaluated for turbojet and rsm-~et engines for
two cycle temperatures aver a range of flight Mach numbers. The results
are presented in figure 5(a). The figure shows that, for a constant
cycle temperature, the Importance of a given increment in pressure re-
covery decreases with increasing fllght Mach number. Also, pressure re-
b covery is more important for drplanes designed to cruise at high cycle
temperatures.
d To calculate the range importance of the inlet drag, equation (B18)
of table I becomes, takiug X as ~ and letting dWe be zero (where
teI’EISUCh SS (@cD)CD me Zero))
(n)
where the inlet drag coefficient is baaed on the entering stream-tube
area. The entering stresm-ttie area is the same as the area descrtbed
by the inlet lip only for inlet operation with no spillage. The results
of the calculation sre shown in figure 5(b). The negative sign on the
result simply means that Increasing drag causes a reduction in range.
The figure shuws that the effect of an increment in drag coefficient on
range increases as flight Mach nuniberincreases cm as cruise cycle tem-
perature is decreased.
The ccmrparativeimportance of pressure recovery and dreg may be cal-
culated directly from equation (T3) of table I or frmn the previous
results:
u- (12)
-.. .
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This is a ‘%reak-even” condition in that it,relates the increment of drag
coefficient that can be tolerated per unit increment ~n pressure”reco#@~ ‘ ‘ j,:
to result in zero net range change. (An increment:of“-~ressurerec”dve~ ‘ --
is the final value of pressure recovery min~ the ~nitial value.) The
results of the calculation are shown In figure 5(c). ,.J!’hemagnitude of- “
the ordinate Inticates the increase in drag coeff~cient that can be
tolerated for a given increase in pressure recuve
T
iriorder to maintdln
constant range. The figure shows that, at lW ~ n—~ers, h large in-
crease in drag coefficient is permissible f_~ra g+ven>n”crease in pres”- “‘
sure recovery. At high Mach numbers, only a small.increase in ~~ “ci%f- _“
ficient is tolerable for the same increment in pr@@e recavery. At $U
all Mach nuribers,larger increases in drag coefficient are permissible ~~
(to maintain constant range) for the higher’cbnibudtiotitismperature. Note
.-.— -
that referymce to constant range in connection with figure 5(c) means
only that the range is held constant at each Mach “numberand at etih :
combustor temperature as e and CD are varied; it dbes not meam that “ -
the range is the ssme for all Mach nmibers and cokbustor temperatures--- “““-”’-
..=
.----_ ,;,..._
The sensitivity of the present analysis to e~ine t~ and specific
engine ch=acteristics w be estimated frdm f’igure5-by comparing the
curves for the turbo~et and rem-~et engine6 at 3500° R maximum cycle tern-,.
perature. The rsun-jet-poweredairplane is more sensfiive than the “”“”
turbojet-powered airplane to both inlet drag and @res%Uie recovery at “‘
flight Mach numbers below about 2.8. Howe~er, in;the–Mach number “raw ~—
between 2.0 and 3.0 where the ram-jet and turbojet cties overlap, the
value of dCD,~d# is in general about the same”for-both engines.
-.
indicates that the parsmeter ~,~ti is not sensifive to engine
+-
and, therefore, for example, should not be,sensit~ve to dlfferences
exist between various turbojet-engine desi~s.
,-
COlYCLUDl19G~
This’
t~e
tbt -!_..
.,.
. .._
A simple method of evaluating propulsion-sys@m components in terms
of airplane range and thrust-minus-drsg c@racter)st~cs”has been preseated;–
Equations for evaluating changes in prop~ion-system components both in””
existing airplanes and tirplanes in the.de~ign st~e “-inwegiven. The i ..
method is particularly applicable for rapi~ eval~titi of engine inlet
pressure recovery, drag, and weight, and c~responding exhaust-nozzle .:
characteristics. Representative engine cycle perfarmance and Performance
Wivatims f= this purpose were aMo given.
.
.,—
Examples have been presented to illustrate typical applications of
the method. For instance, one exsmple sh~ed that iulet pressure recovedy
becanes less important ccmpared with nacelle dr~ as“fldght Mach nuniber
and combustion temperature are Increased. Another eiample showed that .,,_
..
—. .-
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pressme recovery is less important cciuparedwith
criterion of airplane performan
=
ce Is range rather
potential.
nacelle drag when
than acceleration
Appendix D showe that, for airplanes cruising at the condition
15
the
for
maximum range, changes in range resulting from changes In engine com-
ponent performance may be evaluated at either constant llft ccefficient
or constant engine combustor temperature. Also, the equations devebped
in this report in terms of engine performance parameters alone ~ al-
~
ternatively be expressed in terms involvtng airplane aerodynamic
x parameters .
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
Hattonal Adtisory Committee for
Cleveland, Ohio, August 7,
—
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOL6 -““
engine reference area (compressor ~ntal, me~ for turbojet~ ‘
conibustorflow area for ram jet) ‘ .,;
—
crass-sectional.area at inlet-cowl lip including centerbody area
.
model maximum cross-sectional area
free- stream tube area of alr entering engine .
engine conpnent drag coefficient~ D~q~ _
coefficient of drag due to lift (based on ~)
zero-lift drag coefficient of alrpl,ane(based on ~)
,.
engine internal thrust coefficient)..F/q& l {
msxlmum @ corres~ndlng to t~, - “ b,
—
e@ne prO~SIVe thI?LIBtCOeffiCien>j CF - CD
—
msximum C= correqxmditi to t~,w +:
airplane lift coefficient, L/q~ — .-!l -.. -
nozzle velocity coefficient R :- . .-.—
—
external dreg specifically associated with engine component being
studied; considered to be included in ~ before component
modification —- .-
change In external engine drag spec:fic~y ~~ociated with
engine component modification being cons,ide:ed; equal to zez%”
before umdlfication .-
totel airplane drag in steady level-flight incl~m ~ e*ne
dreg
engine
engine
except dD=
Internal thrust
proprd-sive.thruqtj
+- .- .
F-D- .
.
, .—. ... . ?
.
.
.:
.-. - ..- .-
,.
L, *..-.. *
# -“
., .-. -
p“
.-
-
.-..
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‘fja
%
acceleration potentf* @u - %)bg
acceleration due to gravity
engine internsl specific Impulse, F/wf
engine specific impulse Including drag, @wf
[
[
1- (wf/wg)a-1- (Wffig)] ln ~ - (wf/wJ
airplane lift
flight Mach number
inlet mass-flow ratio, where ~ can be any reference mass flow
total pressure
total pressure at entrance to exhaust nozzle
inlet diffuser pressure recovery, total pressure at diffuser
exit divided by free-stream total pressure
embfent static pressure
free-stream incompressible dynamic pressure, $ *
gas comtant
airplane range
wlmg erea
totsl temperature
BtatLc temperature
flight speed
Instelled-engineweight .
ititial fuel weight
fhel consumed during cliniband accel.eratfon
initial airplane gross weight
18
wp2 airplane fixed weight (p~load, pilot,
Wst airplane structural weight
landing gear, etc.)
w~ air-flow rate
Wf fuel-flow rate
x engine component parameter
T ratio
6 ratio
e ratio
Subscripts:
of specific heata
of total pressure to
of total temperature
ab afterburner (or combustor)
exit nozzle exit
z cowl lip
mex maximlm
opt optimum
th nozzle throat
o free-stream conditions
I?ACARM E56J26
.—
d’
instruments, etc.) .
.. .
i. :-..
,-
.-
being considered .
— .!-
— i
,. -. -.:
MICA standard sea~level pressure :
—
to HACA standard Sea-1evel temperature ~
.
.—A
—— -
—
.-.
----
— :f,— -
.-
“-
,
l
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APPENDIX B
DERrvATIomOF EQuATIom
Basic Considerations of Range Eqution
The expressions for renge that are derived In this report are based
on the Breguet range equation. The integrated form of the_range equation
(eq. (1)] is obtained with the necessery rendition that VI LA is
constant during the entire cruise phase of the f~ght. It Is assumed in
the present report that all crulslng takes place in the isothermal atms-
phere and at constant Mach nuud)er. In order to utilize the Breguet
equation, IL~ must remain constant during flight, despite the fact
that the airplane gross weight is constantly decreasing because ~f the
coneumptton of fuel. The followlng discussion shows that both I and
L/~ may each be held constant during cruise flfght.
The airplane lift-drag ratio is gtven by
where
(Bl)
(B2)
The term ~,. and ~, 1/~ are constants describing the airplane
aerodynamics, so that L/~ is a function o- of ~ for all ~rplanes
of the same geometric prqmrtions, regardless of the actual size (neg-
lecting Reynold1s number effects). Mathematically, it is required that
the term W~~ be constant in order that L/~ not change for eny
given airplane during cruising; else, any two airplanes of simflar pro-
portions but unequal.sizes or gross weights wi32 have the same L/Dt If
they cruise at the same value of Wg/~.
A similar argument may be made with respect to the engine specific
impulse. For a given engine fl.ylngat constant Mach nuziberin the iso-
thermal atmosphere, the specific impulse is a function o~y of the pro-
pulsive thrust coefficient (see fig. 2(a), e.g.]:
20
where
::
I?ACARM E56J26
“=R(&!iij(%)- G. —.....-, ,. ... =.”=(zM)” - “
.. --:
. .
For a given airplane, ~/~ Is constant and, from th~ preceding dis-
~-
_-
cussion, L/Dt does not vary if Wg/~ is held cotitant. Thus, cm ‘“ ‘.
and hence ~, remains constant during cruising fl@t-of a given”“edr-
plane if Wg/p~ is held constant. . —.,. E
-.
. .. .
.— .—. - .-.
Consider now the flight path that must be se}ect~d to maintain con-
.
Stallt wg/*. Assume a reference airplane that $Ommences Its cruise- “~- - -
flight at a given Mach nuniberand altitude.represent~dby point A in”“ ‘~ – ~ 1
figure 6(a). For this .conditlona spec$flc value\of ~’g/~ exists.
..-..:
Throu@out the fl@ht, Wg continually decreases as fuel is consumed. .,--”
To maintain the initiel velue of Wg/~, it is ~cessary that p “:- -“’
:.- _...
decrease in the same proportion~ therefore;”””the ~tit~-de of the alrpl~e ~‘“ - , ~
increases from the beginning of Its Cruise~flight”A to the end B._ This
flight path, and thus constant values of Wg/~, LA, C#, and 1, is .
accomplished eutomaticeJJyby maintaining a constant-enginecombustion
temperature ttiUghoUt CZ’WISiIlgfli@t* & , ~~ -, ,: .x ,,’,~-!.=L.- .-:.
.-
Inetead of starting cruise at the val~~ Of ~g/~ corres~~i%
to point A, some other value of Wg/~ could have b~en selected, . ~ ‘”““’
.-
correspondlng to point C, for exemple. ThiS new VdUi of W~~ would ““‘“” ~
..
then be maintained along flight path C-D. ~In gen@eij cruising at tfi
.,..-—. ...
new Wg/p~ results in a clifferent value qf LA during flight (since - -.
CL must be changed to su~ly the needed l~ft) enn in-a different”vd-ue “’-- -
of ~ during flight (since C~ must be c~ed to supply the needed —
thrust). From equation (1), to achl~ve maximum ranged the velue,of
Wg/~ should be selected to make IL/Dt h maximum:” This is re~e-” ~~.. ‘;.
.. --”“.Z
sented on figure 6(b) by”point E.
..L
.
.-
.-...
,; .>
.._.
A change in an engine compment may r$qui~e ~ adjustment in the =
cruising Wg/~ to remax~ze the value”65 IL/~. As shown by the ,: .- ~
figure, the change In ~L/~ resulting f~m an eb.ginemodlfIcation & ‘
may be considered in twu psrts, the direct:-effect~of ~ dX at a cotit~t T “— 7
,_
l ’
..-.. _ ._
w.
., =
..- -- . .._
. . . ..:
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.
Wg/~ (from E b F) and the further effect of any accompanying change
.
in cruising Wg/~ (from F to G). Mathematically,
where the subscripts on
constant in the partial.
design, .t_hairplane is
maximum IL/~ ), then
.
the brackets indicate the quantity being held
dlfferentiation. If, with the ortglnal engine
lnitialJy cruising at Nint E (the point for
(hne further implications of eq.
. Then, equation (B6) becomes
the
Jx
(B7) are discussed in appendix D.)
(,7)
(,6)
s
significance of this result is that} for a small engine change dXJ
mrresponding clmge in ‘~/~ m be calculated without considering
Exp3nding equation (B6) gl.ves
a%)=IkE)%
But, from equations
~
Bl] and (,2), the
m only of cruising Wg *, so that
.
[(]&$ ~
(,9)
llft-drag ratio is a function
=0 (Blo)
.,, .
22
Conibiningeqyations (B9) and (B1O) gives ~
=(‘Y
Equations (2a) end (BIL)
1 dz=
Zz
:
. :-
.,
mm RM E56J26
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6
-.
;:
-. l.+-
.,. . . . . ~
may now be c~bined ,to @ve
(Bll)
-.
::.. . ...
(m)
For convenience, the partlel-derivative symbol Is dro~d, with the :
understanding that the cruising Wg/~ and L/~ ~e not varidbles
in equation (1%) and all the succeeding eqtitions9” -
-. ,,=-...-
,“
x of Ffied-Si~e ~rPIu .
The preceding section concludes that “W~~ is_to be considered
fixed when the engine is umdified. In this section ii Is assumed that
the airplane size and hknce ~ are fixed~ therekore~ Wg/p is a con-
stant. Assuming further that the engine s~ze is not ~hanged, differ-
entiation of eqyation (B4) gives L.~.. .,---G. .- ::..:
d%” o .
ai- ,. -. @12).. ......
because alJ the terms on the right side of the eqyation are constant.
.. .;-.
The analysis to this Pint has dealt @th the emine-airframe com-
bination. Consider next the changes that $@.ceplhce% the engine it-
se~. In general, a change in any engine pareter % tends to c-e
---
.—
..
-.
i
.’:
.-
.-
:
“
—
b
--r.
.-
=
-=
..
.
both the thrust coefficient and the specif~c imp’dlse“-ofthe engine. In “” -
order to keep the thrust coefficlent unchanged, & r%@ired by equation “ -
(B12), it usually is necessary to ad~ust the combustion temperature of ‘ .:
_..=~-
the cycle. (This will be the temperature of the afterburner if the I =- -”-e-
ngine has one; otherwise, it is ths teqper_ature~~ %he primary ccmibustor.)
Adjustment in thrust may also occur throu@ c-es ~n the drag associated
with the engine modification dX. In mathematical t&me} .,--
.,. , .- C--,! ---.--%,
.—.—
Mii
;.:.
—
—
.
---
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By
differentiation,
definition,
which may be differentiated to
In addition, C- and
equal to ~ and 1,
is defined to include
give
(B15a)
. (lMb)
(B16a)
(Bin)
~ for the reference or unmodified engine are
respectively, since the air@ane lift-drag ratio
the originsl engine drag.
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CombiDIng eq~tlons (B12) and (B14) k (B16) gives
~= (=),*,CD-[*-(%)X)%]S-( )X,:.($3%.
.
(B17)
the ratio of the changes In I sad ~ resulting
from a small change In temperature dtabl ) A graphical
of these relations is as follows:
t
dr
i
representatIon
.
. .
.
:.
.
.-
3
. L
. ..._-
..-
.:: .;. :--,
.-
.
.
L \.,”cD ,:”i’ —.... . ,._ .:. .,. . _C~” for msximti Y L -.- 7.—._ “-..,..q ..—...—-.
I .-
. . ,_ . ..
. . .
Cgr .,.- -.. .-. ~i
.; ...
The original airplege cruises with the enQne ope,rati-ngat potnt A, which
is at the thrust coefficient for ksximum IL/Dt. A change in an engljie‘“
.-
perameter dX changes the propulsive thrt+rtcoefficient end specifid” ~_.
impulse to point B, If the cycle temperat~e Is I@d:copetant. The
associated variation In ~} If any, causes a fu+the~:cbnge lx pbin{’jC.j .,.
In order to return the thrust coefficient,:+aits orl.giti vaue, ““as“. ‘“
required by equation (B12}, there must elm be a “c-e In cycle temp@r-‘
ature dt~, so that the final engine operqting cond$tlon is at mint D.
.. =’
*. --
-—
mMM&dw$*.-. *-.
.
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Conelder next the weight distribution of
gross weight of an airplane is the sum of the
.
fOllows:
‘g ‘~st+wpz+we+
the airplane. fie initial
various components, as
Wf (3)
The effect of engine modifications on equation (3) is considered in
two c-es, the first assuming that Wg is held constqntand the second
allo~ Wg to varY*
Constant Initial gross wetght. - For a fixed afrfrsme and a constant
Initial gross weight, it is assumed that changes in engine weight can be
acconznodated0L13..Yby a corres~ndlng o~slte change in the fuel load.
Thus$ differentiating equation (3} gives
dWe * dwf
F ‘—dx
—. (4)
Combining equtions (2b), (B17), and (4) gives the final general expres-
sion for the range of a ftied-size airplane with constant initial gross
. weight:
.
(B18)
in which the partial derivatives are to_be evaluated at the combustion
temperature t~ that yields maximum IL/~ for the slrplane. Equa-
tion (B18) indicates the effect on airplane range of any engine modi-
fication dX that also affects engine drag by an amount d~ end
@~ weight by ~ ~~t dWe. Setting U equsl ta zero in equation
(B18) results in the break-even condition for range. From the break-
even eqyation it is ~sslble to calculate the meximum permissible changes
In engine drag and engine weight resulting from an engine modification
such that the range does not change.
Equation @18) may be further simplified for the cases In which
either the weight or the drag changes, but not both. For example, If
w
the engine umdlfication effects only the engine weight, the break-even
~ession is obtained by setting d@ and d% equal to zero in
.
equation (B18), giving
‘s=$[(~tab,~-(%)x}~ (%)t~,~]~~~Wg dx
(B19a)
26
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.
while setting dl?land dWe equal to zero yields
. ..___
d% ()% t*,cD “(%)X,C$?).*,% ‘s” O -
=“
{
dWg = O
()
(B19b) -
k- %x,%.
dwe E o
,,..
Equations (B19) -be taimpltfiedsti,Q further-for the special !
““ .t
case in whtch the engine weight is a negligible part of the airplane
groee weight. This condition might be approximated“inthe case of a _~
ram-jet-powered long-range mlssile~ for example. ~f the engine weight .-
is negligible, there is no advantage in r@sing the thrust in order b ‘ –
reduce engine size. The engine can then be sized to cruise at the 10% “’ ‘ “’t-
emperature yleldlng maximum specific
equel to zero in equations (B19a) and
In&be. 8t?tt$?IfJ(bI/&F)x,CD
.
(B19b), respectively, gives _
~ da= O
‘% %? aI
()
{ -
Ma O
dwg s 0“
E - T a tab,cD dWe - 0
we<< Wg
(B20a)
—
.,
(B20b)
. . .
Another simplification arises when the parapeter X relates to the
exhaust nozzle (e.g., when X is the noz+le vel$city coefficient ~),.
The efficiency of expansion through the exhaust ~z2~e does not affect “:
the engine alr flow nor the fuel-alr ratio. Theref6i’e,the engiti ,.;-
tbruet coefficient and the specific impulse than’e fn the same proportion
L“when ~ is v~ied with constant couibuetiontem rh%ure. That is,
:,-
Ioc(+ ““ -- --
(B21)
. .
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—
—
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instituting this
1 dWe
.—
Wg d%
~resslon In equations (B19a) and (B19b) gives
dCD
() {
aC~ @i?=o .
G= %t*,c, ~::
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(B22a)
(B22b)
Variable initial groes weight. - The preceding section has con-
sidered an airplane of fixed size and constant initisl gross weight.
When an engine change was made that resulted in an increase in engine
weightj it was assumed that the fuel tanks could not be completely filled.
Another case of practical interest occurs when the %nitial gross weight
is permftted to increase by keeping a full fuel load even when the engine
weight Is Increased. The airplu thus is overloaded during takeoff,
but this msy often be an acceptable penalty in order to achieve maximum
.
reage. Differentiating equation (3) with a constant fuel load gives
.
dWg dWe
K “r
(5)
The change in ratio of fuel weight to gross weight due to a change
in gross weight for a fixed fuel weight is, by differentiation and
using equation (5),
(B23)
Couibining equations (2b), (B17), and (B23) gives
:%=*{(%)t*)%-[&-(%)x,%]:-( )x,%(*at*,%}-
(B24)
l Simplified equations similar to those derived for the case of con-
stent initiel gross weight (eqs. @19) to (B22)) ue eaelly obtal.ned.
. . .._-
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Acceleration Potentiel of Fixed-Size Airplane
:
The margin of engine thrust over airplane drag is important to the ----- ‘
amount of fuel consumed during acceleration and -b ,“the time to !!.:L: .-
accelerate and cl-bib,the ceiling, and the couibatmaneuverability. The
margin of maximum engine thrust over cruising aiz@ane dreg is expressed
in the present report In termz of the acceleration p6teptial G, defined =
as
..-.,,,.
,;---
-
S- - I)t ()%@ax% 1G. = q -—Wg ’13 e (6a]
where the subscript max means that C~ is to be evaluated at the maxi-
mum sJlowable ccnibustiontemperature for ld@est ~th.ryst.From the ti”fi- ~”-
nitl.onof Cm equation (6a) may be written 8S —
—
.-
(B25)
““
The effect of an engine modification ,onthe thrust margin Is —
obtained by differentiating equation (B25), giving -.
tm=
dx
[ ‘~--~-r’-i w](t) (B26) ‘“L---.
In this section, es preciously, advantageiis taken o: the fact that, for
the unmodified engine, & ewels zero because O* the definitlon of ..
L/~, and hence is is :qti- to
end (B26) and using the relation
[( )g=%=%-
%. Thus, conibinlngequations (6a)
%% = Wg/(@k) give
100”d% ~;u~ 1 1—-dx qg (B27)‘6 M
and the break-even condftion (dG/dX = 0) is
.. .—
.-. .,___ ..r
Note that the break-even condition is slso the cond~tion for maximum
acceleration potential end is lndependen~,~f LA _and ~. For a I - ‘+
fixed-size airplane with constant gross weight, ~dW~7dX is taken equal “” ‘“ ‘-
to zero. For a fIxed-size ai- with “%aii~le ~oss weight, dW#i
is taken equal to dWe/dX (according to eq. (5)).
mi@m5=@
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Range of
M@a&EmB”
.
Vari*le-Size Airplane with
29
Constant Acceleration Potential
In this section the geometrical proportions of the airfrsme are
fixed, but it is assumed that the she may be varied. This allows fm-
~sing the condition independently of any variations in airplane range
that the acceleration @entisl does not change as the engine is modi-
fied. This situation msy exist during the preliminary design stage of
the airplane. The equations are developed for the case of constant
engine size, although they can easily be ~ressed in terms of the ratio
~fig~ winch t-n PeZtS varying the engine size if desired.
Consider first the engine-airframe combination. As discussed in
the first part of this appendix, assume that the airplane is al-
&signed for the same value of the term lf~~. Since the airframe pro-
portions are specified, the cruising L/~ does not change and eqwtion
(2b) applies.
For cruising flight the thrust must equal the drag, so that the
. criterion for constant acceleration potentisl can be written
.
carr@ng
w%-“)=0
out the differentiation gives
Also, differentiating equation (6a) gives
()%max+@e& ;g
which, for a constant maneuver margin (dG/dX = 0}, reduces to
d
()
%@ax . “
z Wg
Ccmibinlngequations (B30] and (B32) gives
d
()
Cs .0
m c~,m
(B29)
(lHo)
(B@
(B32)
./” ‘
(B33)
.
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Now exsmine the engine more closely. we chahge~ that occur In the
engine are defined by cerrylng out the diff~entiatlo~ indicated by eq~ “”
tion (B33), resulting In
.—
;.
dCfl C~ dC~ - —.
r= %%mex dx
(B34)
Fhkn equation (B14a) evaluated at the teqper.aturefor ,,maximum thrust,
... .
“%M=(*)ta,cD+(%)ta,x%+(*)x,% ‘takw
(B35)
Meximum thrust of the engine is ordimily obqd at the msximum per- ~~ –
misslble cycle temperature, so thd the third term on-the right side of
eqyation (B35) differs from zero only If the engirieu—dification d. “’ 1
results in a change in maximum permissible ,:~mbus~ion‘temperature :.-.,:L--
%b)mmc” —
The change in engine specific
tnodificatlon is found by combining
(B35), givimg
Impulse resultlng from an engine
equatio~ (B14) to,_@16), (B34), and
.. .-
(a).fi)%-~[$ (%)x)%(->)]‘i(%)x,%;t:%-*(*)
As before, C~ is equal to CF before
The change In weight distribution
nmdifIcatlon.
of the airplq
ferentiating eqyation (3) with the assumption that
turd to gross weight does not change tith X:
-_
Also,
the
o
.-.
(Bi6)““”--
iS found by dlf-
ratio of strut- I:
.=. ,
, ..:
(B37)
.i
(B38)““‘-
., .,
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.
while ~anding equation @32) gives
%,nuuc. %,max~
dx Wg dx (B39)
Conibiningequations (B16), (B35), (B38), and (B39) gives
(MO)
Stistituting equations (E36) and (MO) into equation (2b) then gives the
general result for a variable-size airplane:
(B@
Two pints of view mey be taken In considering the ratio of payload
to gross weight Wpz/Wg. One a~roach is to aesme that the payload
remains constant when the atrplane gross weight varies. This gives
(E42)
+’. . ._
—
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. 8.
which cotiines with equation (B39) to @ve =
+m”-m(+)dc’~ ‘-: ““’-:
(B43)
.
Coniblningequations (B16), (B35), end (B43) gives
+x+!)=-m(*)[(*)..}%-*+(%)x)%dti-] ,
Substituting this expression
case of a constant payload:
.@
(B44) r
in .eq-tion (w) gives the result for tti-”“~~ -
-. .-
-.-
:~-+{(%)ta,cD-[$ -(%)x,%f-*]a-
(%)x,c~%%d~c. -2(%-)%8X + t~,’,-
()
% %fmax ‘l}{dt~ _ -~ ldwe‘F,max * ‘~cD U ——-kltgdx
()* ‘ 1}dtd -Sb X,‘D a
(MS)
-i
.
—
.
.-
—
—
A second point of view is ta assume that the ratio of payload to .-
gross weight remains constant when the airplane gioss-weight varies.
This case is obtained simply by taking d(WpZ/Ug)/dX equal to zero in
equation (B41). -. . —
—.,.
—
.
-. .-
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APPENDIX c
M8UMFTIONS FOR CALCUMTING EN(3II!?EP EFOWCE AND IIERIVATIVES
The component assumptions made for the turbo~et engine ~e:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Inlet diffuser (see table III)
Compressor:
Sea-level static pressure ratio, 7
Sea-level static air flow, 35(lb/see)/sq
Constant mechanical speed
Combustor:
Fuel, JP-4
Primary burner efficiency, 0.95
Afterburner efficiency, 0.90
Turbine-inlet temperature, 25000-R
Exhaust-nozzle force cotiicient, 0.96
component assumptions made for the rsm-~et engine
ft
are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
Inlet diffuser (see tale 111) ‘
Combustir:
Inlet Mach nudber, 0.1.75
Fuel, JT-4
Efficiency, 0.90
Eihaust-nozzle force coefficient, 0.96
thrust coefficient for the turbojet engl.neIs based on the com-
pressor tip area. This is reasonable, s- compressor tlp area Is not
likely to be vsrled as a result of engine modlficatlo-. It is for this
reason that the equations were developed for the case of constant engine
(i.e., compressor tip) area.
m
When the derivatives of C~ ti I with respect to inlet pressure
recovery were calculated, it was assumed that the compressor-inlet Mach
.
nmiber (i.e.y diffUser-exit Mach nuniber)was held constant. For super-
sonic fllght~ afterburning is generally required. Best efficiency is
then obtained by maintaining rated turbine-inlet temperature and varying
the thrust output as needed through chsmges in afterburner temperature
end concomitant nozzle-throat exea changes. Fdr a constant turbine-inlet
temperature, the rotatfve speed and corrected dr flow of the compressor
...
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are also constant (at any given flight Mach nuniberand aniblenttemper-
ture). Constant corrected compressor air flow 1s equivalent to a con-
stant compressor-inletMach number. . .
As a consequence of these assumptions, the air <@w through the
engine and the ratio of inlet lip to compressor t~p ~ea At/& very
directly with the Inlet pressure recovery (provided th Inlet operates ‘“
at the same mass-flow ratio for both recoveries). If the maximum pres-
sure recovery of an inlet is improved through some physicel modification
but the lip area is not increased, then the inlet wiil operate super- “:
criti’ceJly(i.e., the normal shock will move downstream into the subsonic
diffhser), and the actuel operating presstge recovery of the inlet will ‘
be no greater than before, despite the potentiell~ a~lable increaae~ “”
Conversely, if the effect of the mdiflcation Is to ~ecrease the pres~
sure recovery, then the dr flow through the eng~ Z6 elso decreased~ ~
if the lip area is not reduced, the excess.air ii sp~ed eround the “:
inlet and results in additive drag, which further penalizes the engine
thrust end efficiency. (Note that, for a constant compressor-inl.etMach’
number and combustor temperature, the exhaust-no~zle~.throatarea is inde:
pendent of changes in inlet pressure recovi3ry.)
The preceding discussion shows that, for t~ turbojet engine, the
diffuser-exit Mach number is not variable and the inlet area should be
varied when pressure recovery is changed.
—
,
, . ..
For the rem-jet engine, the thrust coefficient is based on the ~om-
.
buster fronteJ drea, and constant dlffuser”~exitl@ch nuniberwas also
assumed when a@k?P and ?@? were cdulatea. IAs in the case of ~
the turboJet, this means that the exhaust~nozzle-tti~atarea is inde-
-dent of changes in inlet pressure recoyery.) tiever, other assump-
tions can be made about the diffuser-exit Mach n@ib~. In this case,
there is no compressor with its requirement of constant corrected air
flow. It is feaaible then, if desired, to assume th@ the diffuser area
ratio A2/~ is held fixed, so that the combust&- met Mach number
varies with changes in diffuser pressure recove?$. “:”(Notehat, for a ‘
given mnilxzstiontemperature, this requires some’ad~ustment in exhaust- ,
nozzle-throat area.) For a constant combwtion ~em~rature, and nag-
letting the small
momentum-pressure
..._- -=
-—
. .. .._
.—
,-
=
..-
-!
.:
u
.-
—.
-“
*
--
,-.
. ~-.
.
-,
—
v~iation with inlet Mach number 6f the combustor
loss due to heat addition, the”fofiwing relation holds:
(cl)’ –
., ..-
The equations of tdbles I and 11 are stl~ vslid, and eqy.ation(Cl) may
be used to evaluate ~/&? for the ram-Jet engine “where A1/~ Is held -
constant (aI/?3# being teken,from figure 2(d)). ‘ = ..,” -. ——
.. .
—. . .. .
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The equations of the present report were derived under the basic
assumption that the value of Wg/~ is held constant when an engine
modification dX is made. By inference, any required @ustment in en-
gine thrust is then made by changing the engine ccmibustiontemperature.
This appendix proves that the engine ~, if desired, be viewed as con-
tinuing to cruise at the same temperature, with the required adjustment
in engine thrust made by changing airplane altitude. The same final ex-
pressions for range are obtained in either c~e.
t This appendti also shows that the equatione of the present report,
; which are expressed In terms of the engine parameters, can altern@tively
a be expressed in terms of the airplane aerodynamic parameters.
>
3
Demonstration of Alternative Viewpoint
&
Idsntical results - obtained regardless of whether the airplane
flies at constant U=/~ or the engine operates at constant temperature.
To prove this statem&t it must be demonstrated that
Expanding the right side of equation (Dl) gives
Sibstttuting equations (B1O) and
+ (dDI w
&
where only a fixed-size airplane
(B17) into equation (D2)
(Dl)
(D2)
yields
(D3)
is considered.
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Consider now the left side of equation (Dl). Expanding,
WI =l%ab+kE)tbtab a
Frcnnequations (B14b) and (B16b),
Now,
(%)tab=(iatab,cD-.@ ‘:
Also, eqanding equation (B7),
-.
pJx=lg+,[@]x=o
The last term of equation (D7) may be rewYitten
@]x=(%)x-#J
and differentiating equation (B4) gives
‘-’pi —.w&()% %’%W-tb= ~--ar-
a r) ‘abP%
Equations (B14a} and (B16a) give
(%)tb=(2)tb,cD-~.
a ~ —
—
&
. ..- -
(D4) ‘“ ‘“”
.-
(DS)
,.
. . .
(D6)
._
.
(D7)
&“”
.
(IN)
.
—.
(D1O)
.-
-;
“-”Z
R-
—
.
!_
-
,.
—
.
—
—
.—
-.
.—
.-
&
.
,.. ..-~.. -
-
---
.,
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Equations (D5) and (Dll) may now be substituted in equation (D4), yielding
e.
(D12)
are identical; hence equation
Ug/~ allowed to vary),
The right sides of equations (D3) and (D12)
(Dl) has been proved.
When temperature is held constant (and
part of the range gain due to an engine ccunponentimprovement dX results
.
fran an incre%e in I and part from an increase in airplane Lfit.
When Wg/~ is held constant (and tenqerature allowed to vary), all
the range gain results frcunincreases in 1. Both cases yield the same
answer.
The preceding discussion hae assumed a constant airplane size. With
the aid of sane simplifying assumptions, the same result may be obtained
when airplane size is allowed to vary.
,
Development in Terms of Aerodynamic Parameters
The equations in the present report are presented in terms of the
engine performance pammeters and their derivatives. The equations can
alternatively be presented tn terms of the airplane aerodynamic peralu-
eters. This latt~ approach, which waa used in reference 3, is ex@ained
as follows.
The condition that the airplane initially cruises at maximum IL/Dt
is given in equation (B7) and rewritten in equation (D7) as follows:
.
.
.g$+&,[@]x=o (D7)
!K~
-----
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Considering the term on the right, write
[dx=~~)x}.t%i]-x
where differentiating equation (B4) gives _
Eilx=csb-g~-
.
___
. .
(D13) -
..- -. ..
Consider next the first term in equati,on(D7), which now also ap-
~ating equatiou (Bl~
—
pears in equation (D14). Dlffereu
where, from equation (B2),
equation (D15)
.
—
:.
becanes
..
gives
-...-_
.
. .. . . ,_
.- :“-.
(D16), =
.;
-., ,-. ,-..”=
(D17)
Differentiation of equation (Bl) with respect t~” CL shows that
the optimum value of CL corresponding to msximum L/Dt– Is givenby
.,
F
. .:.- ::
.
Do
cL,opt = (D18)
y
L
.
.
.-
..+
.—
.
:---
. .
-.
..-
=
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.
Ccmbinlng equations (D7), (D14), (D17), and (D18) gives
.
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(D19)
This e~ession shows that selecting a ccw.ibuetiontemperature at which
to eva~te the engine parameters ~cessartly Implies-that the airplane
is cruising at a particular value of C~~,qt.
Equation (D19) may be used to elimlnate the term @~ from the
equations presented in this report. Other engine parameters will still
be present) however, such as ~ and 1.. It thus beccmes possible to
select a value of C~~, ~t for cruising, rather than an engine ccuu-
bustlon temperature.
4
Through equation (D19), the selected value of
CL,opt then fixes the conibuetiontemperature at which the remaining.
engine parameters should be evaluated (if the airplane cruises at maxi-
mum IL/Dt).
.
Although it is always assumed in the develcpuent of the equations
of the present report that cruising occurs at maximum ~fDt ~ other cases
exist. For example, engine thrust ~ be ltmlted so that, even at maxi-
mum combustion teqerature~ cruising takes place at altitudes lower than
those for maximum II@t. In this case it is desirabls to write the
equations in t~ of ~CL, @ (USIU W l (D19)), where the remaining
engine parameters are evaluated for the maximum permksible t~erature
ad cticL,opt is determined from the airframe design and operating
condition. F%a the statement of the ~oblem, this value of cI/cL,opt
when substituted in equation (D19) must correspond to a value of
Y&) for some higher than maximum permissible combustion tempera-
.
.
‘ ~“”wx,cD
ture. This is the case
similar to those of the
function Of CJ%, opt
considered in reference 3} which derived equations
present report with aI~ replaced by the
given in equation (D19).
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TABLE I. - RANGEAND WEIGHTEXPRESSIONS
[Evaluateat cruiseconhetor temperatureexcepttermeiuvolving ~,H- 1
(a) Fixed-sizeairplanetith constantInitialgrossweiglit
Generalequatloti:
(B18)
~=o (Tl)
.
Illuetrati.vespecialequatione:
. Effectof inletpressurerecoveryand weight(conetantinletdrag):
Effectof inletpressurerecoveryand drag (con8tantinletweight):
Effect of exhauet-nozzlevelocity coefficientand weight (conetant
nozzle drag):
Effect of exhauzt-nozzle
zle weight):
veloctty coeffIcientand drag (conetantnoz-
(acv,c]~z)%b,%-2] ‘=)
TABLE
[Evaluate at
cF,maxJ
(b) Fixed-size
.
.
I. - Continued.
cruise conibustor
.
—
—
—
RANGE AND WEIGHT EXPRESSIONS
temperat~e exceptterms involving-
l_

airplane with fixed inlti.alfuel we~gh} ,andvariable
. !.y .*
-. .
—
Initial gross weight
.
.
.-’
i -., . . -“.
:*-’.::; ..-===
-.
=-
J. . . ..-
General equations:
iH=*{&)tab,cD-[i-(%#x,cJiw%LD(2-)-.
.
.-.
—
..- .
-. (B24)
.
. .
—.. .
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TABLE I. -
.
ckvaluateat cruise
%,IU8X”]
~ (c) Variable-size
‘tab,-= ~
ax
Concluded. RANGE AND WGHT EXPRESSIONS
couibustortemperature except term Involving
airplane with constant accelerationpotentlalJ
General eqnations:
d
.-
!I Constant payload weight:
&r*)tab,c~}-
)[( ) 1)‘* *t b,cD-2(T6)a
3=&J@%R)tab,cD-q(m)
Constant payload- to gross-weightratio:
:%=+f+)tab,c,-[$-(%)x,%(l-a]2-
/
(%j’&c,[(%)tab,c,-~r-)t ~, j-
+{k=wda[(-).b,c,q ‘m)
2==&pd!tab,cD-2J(T7)
.
.: ...
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TABLE II l - ACCELERATION-FOTRiTIALEXPREMIONS
[ Evaluate at cruise couibustor
1
Volvlng ~,m.
(s,) Fixed-size airplane tith
temperature except terms in- .
-, -.
constant initial-grossweight
General equation:
(h) Fixed-size airplanewith variable initial,gross weight
— -:
.L
. . . . . :-.
(TIO)
.
.
.-
*
E
—
.
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.
—
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.
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—
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TABLE III o - ASSUMED SCBXDULE OF INLET-DIFFUSER
PRESSURE RECOVERIES AND AREA RATIOS
Flight Mach
nunber,
M
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
.
?ressurel-r-Area ratio,1?ecovery,@ %/%Turbojet Ram Jet .@Turbojet Ram jet
0.95
.944
.910
.826
.700
.567
.443
.245
0.711
.733
.822
l 950
1.08
0.328
.454
.644
.880
1.15
1.45
2.00
0.748
.787
.903
1.15
1.54
0.347
.499
.780
1.26
2.03
3.27
8.16
LA e is taken as compressor frontal axea for the turbojet
and couibustorflow area for the ram Jet.
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TABLE IV. - NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIo AND AREA RATIOS
46
—
.. .
.- -
-
L
(a) TurboSetemzine :
-
t
ab’
‘R
.—
7A ‘“exitAeM
0.9
1.0
1:5
2.0
2.5
3.0
‘th
~
~=
0.571
.635
.797
(d I
30.787.0691.d84O.;ls”.901.1.122(b)25003500 4.8474.7824.622(b) 5.2935.2235.042 0.566i628.789!, .=25003500
..-71.b56 .~1.~65- .- ,,..=- ;,1.a25’ ... k-1A56 —...Zg;30003500 7.8727.7697.6207.481 0.586.652.740.822
.
-,1.331”:
1.463
1.671
1.833.
1;661
1.:821+_
2..086.
2~289,
.-
2;014:
2;194,..
2.51+
2.762,,
12.13
11.97
11.7B
11.57
0.569
.~2
.716
.794
:; -.,. ._. -,
(b)
2500
3000
3500
18.05
17.84
17.51
17.22
0.553
.611
.692
.769
25.43
25.15
24.71
24.30
0.535
.588
.664
.738
.,. , ... . .
,,
. . .. . .
a
For complete expansion.
..
-.
:: T
.. ”..-
%0 afterburning.
.,. ..
. . .
—
. .L.
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TABLE IV. - Concluded. NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIo AND AREA RATIOS
(b) Rem-jet engine
t
ab’
%/
2000
2500
3000
‘N
77
‘th
T
(a)
A
exit
4
(b)
‘N
F
A
exit
4
(b)
1.410
1.7sl
2.003
2.280
2.552
2.826
M t
ab’
%
3.18
3.11
3.00
2.83
0.536
.649
.770
.915
0.629
.784
.938
1.109
3.0 24.10
23.96
23.76
23.48
23.15
22.71
0.366
.433
.497
.560
.625
.694
0.384
.439
.492
.546
.601
2000
2500
3000
3500
40002.0
2.5
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
1500
2000
2500
3000
35Q0
4000
6.66
6.53
6.35
6.15
5.94
5.70
0.471
.564
.658
.760
.879
1.0
0.798
.978
1.150
1.307
1.459
1.634
.
.
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
43.39
42.80
42.17
41.50
40.55
2.193
2.569
2.925
3.276
3.634
3.5
13.26
13.oo
12.79
12.54
12.29
12.03
o.41!4
.492
.569
.647
,730
.824
1.067
1.300
1.524
1.733
1.936
2.141
4.0 2000 66.05
65.71
65.35
64.91
64.40
0.344
.392
.439
.485
.531
2.725
3.191
3.639
4.079
4.524
2500
3000
3500
4000
5.0 3000
3500
4500
L35.7
L35.0
L34.3
L33.3
0.366
.402
.438
.465
5.12
5.76
6.41
7.05
%alues given for throat area are approximate.
%’or complete expansion.
.
,
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TABLE V. - REPRESENTATIVE VALUES OF AI- PARMETERS
~drocarbon fuel assumedJ
Turbojet “;‘
~~ Jet
M = 2.0 M = 300
Interceptor Bouib@ Interceptor fimbardment
uiissile missile
wpz/wg 0.10 0.07 0.Z5 0.07
.
w#g .35 .22 ‘- .45 ,21
‘Jwg .25 ..16. .10 .06
WfIwg .30 .55” .20 .66
(w#g)a .12 l 10 :% _ %
k .16 .31 li8 .37
w
?
, lb 20,000 lso,ooo lo,ocnl 100)000
LDt 4.0 5.5- 3.0 5.0
Radius, nautical d . 325 Moo
Range, nautical ml. -. 1000 5000
I-T ~. *
a
The ram-jet missiles are assumed to be “%oostedby rockets or
launched from another airplane at crqlse qeed and altitude.
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-(CJ FarMal aaivativmofInterl@ tb’untCo9ffioiant
withrenl?acttoinletmemsm moovurY.: ‘-
(q Patrol dorlvatimof apeoiflo~ *th gnlmot
toinlet prmoum mcovay.
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- (e) ~derivatlveiofintrmmlht ~
withmapectto-Ust-mzzle Vulwt& ~t .
(f) mrklal aerivativncd?Spwiflo ~ with lwpmt
toexhu6t-~ WM.ocityCmfaciaut.
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(b)Partialderivativeof apeolfioimpulsewith reopsotto intem’mlthrustooar-
floientwhen ohnngein efterburnrrtemperatuFWoauseeohangein thrust
Coeffioiant. —-
Figure2. - Ram-jet-engineperroruunoelnd parformnoederivatlveo.
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(o) Partial derivative of lnterqal thrust ooeffloi.entwith reopeot to inlet pren-
sure reoovem.
(d) Partial derivative of speofflo impulse with reepeot to inlet premure reoovery.
Figure 2. - Continued. Ram-Jet-engine perfonnanoe and performance derlvatlvee.
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E
.
- Afterburner temperature, t~, W
(f) Partial derivative 0s?mpeolfio Impul.eewith reupeo;”t.o exhauet-nozzlevelo-
oltrooe~rlolent.
Figure 2. - Conoluded. Ram-$et-anglne p:erfommoe anU performance derivatives.
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Diffuser
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Thrust-minus -dreg
break-even Mne /
.3. .
<
—
.
.2 A
Range break-even line
.1
0
:80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.
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00
Inlet press~e recovery,@
Figure 3.
- Graphical method for ccmparing pressure recovery
and drag characteristIcs of several inlets.
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Ilxperlmentalinletl
I I pressure recovery 1“ I
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Figure
size
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Inlet ~a-flow ratio, ~j~
4. - Graphical met~,,for selectlng best inlet
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‘D,
d
. .
-----
Shillr
H
----- ‘l?urbo~etafterburner tentp.,3300°
— TurboJet turbine-inlet temp. (no
afterburner), 25C@ R
—.— Rem’-Jetcombustion temp., 3!500°R
2 \
1
(e) 6eneitlvity of renge to pressure recovery.
2
1
0
(b) Seneitlti@ of renge to inlet dreg coefficient.
6~
\
\
\
4 \
\
\
\
\
2
.,~
. 2.0 3.0 4.0
FlightMech number, M
(c) Chenge In dreg coefficient with preemlre recovery for
conetent range.
Flgue 5. - Rel.atlonof inlet premmre recovery end dreg
to range.
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(a) Flight plans.
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1
(b) Flight parmt=s. :
--
Figure 6. - Flight c@rs.ct@s.tics.
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